
2017 Integral Conversation
Saturday Program



Join our Saturday Programs
Morning Afternoon

The Culture and Scenery of 
Poetic Guilin

Explore Esquel
Heritage and Innovation
Discover Integral
A Walk through Jiumeiqiao

Scenic Bike Ride
Experience Guilin

08:00 – 12:00

13:00 – 16:30 (11km)

09:00 – 13:00

Yangshuo Old County –
Half Day Tour

09:00 – 12:00

Xing’an Lingqu – One Day Tour



Scenic Bike Ride
Experience Guilin

Experience Stunning Guilin on a Leisure Ride



Ride along the Guilin to Yangshuo highway, a tourism and leisure greenway, whose full length is 50.8km long.

The portion that is currently open (Phase 1) is approximately 11 km. 

The bike tour covers the most beautiful portion of the highway, beginning at Yanshan Dabu township and ending in 

Yangshuo Putaozhen (Grape town). 

Scenic Bike Ride – Experience Guilin



Explore Esquel
Heritage and Innovation

Redefining the Modern Factory
Visit Esquel Garment and Spinning Factories



Visit our factories to see how we spin cotton into colorful yarn, make the perfect shirt and live out the concept of “Integral” –
a continuous pursuit of perfection.
We always welcome recommendations and the exchange of new ideas.

Redefining the Modern Factory



Discover Integral
A Walk Through Jiumeiqiao
The Integral – The Future of Sustainable Development



Visit the Integral at Jiumeiqiao to learn about our modern eco-industrial tourist park.
The park demonstrates a new human-centered and eco-oriented development model for the textiles industry, showcasing the 
concepts of green workplace, low carbon emissions, and energy-saving production.

The Integral – A sustainable future in Guilin



The Culture and Scenery of
Poetic Guilin

Discover scenic Guilin and learn about the city’s rich history 
through its captivating landscape



The old county of Yangshuo can be traced back 1400 years to the Tang Dynasty, but its clear, logical street layout is still visible 
today. The residences there are mostly stately homes built in a late Qing Dynasty architectural style. The folk homes, on the other 
hand, have yellow rammed earth walls that juxtapose beautifully with the striped white limestone on the ground. Nearby Lingqu is 
one of the oldest canals in the world and is known as “The Pearl of Water Conservancy in the Ancient World.”  Built in 214 BC, 
Lingqu Canal has more than 2,000 years’ history and has a total length of 34 km.

The Culture and Scenery of Poetic Guilin


